Prevention of Stroke in Patients With Silent Cerebrovascular Disease

A Scientific Statement for Healthcare Professionals From the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association

Abstract—Two decades of epidemiological research shows that silent cerebrovascular disease is common and is associated with future risk for stroke and dementia. It is the most common incidental finding on brain scans. To summarize evidence on the diagnosis and management of silent cerebrovascular disease to prevent stroke, the Stroke Council of the American Heart Association convened a writing committee to evaluate existing evidence, to discuss clinical considerations, and to offer suggestions for future research on stroke prevention in patients with 3 cardinal manifestations of silent cerebrovascular disease: silent brain infarcts, magnetic resonance imaging white matter hyperintensities of presumed vascular origin, and cerebral microbleeds. The writing committee found strong evidence that silent cerebrovascular disease is a common problem of aging and that silent brain infarcts and white matter hyperintensities are associated with future symptomatic stroke risk independently of other vascular risk factors. In patients with cerebral microbleeds, there was evidence of a modestly increased risk of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage in patients treated with thrombolysis for acute ischemic stroke but little prospective evidence on the risk of symptomatic hemorrhage in patients on anticoagulation. There were no randomized controlled trials targeted specifically to participants with silent cerebrovascular disease to prevent stroke. Primary stroke prevention is indicated in patients with silent brain infarcts, white matter hyperintensities, or microbleeds. Adoption of standard terms and definitions for silent cerebrovascular disease, as provided by prior American Heart Association/American Stroke Association statements and by a consensus group, may facilitate diagnosis and communication of findings from radiologists to clinicians. 
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The American Academy of Neurology affirms the value of this statement as an educational tool for neurologists.
Neuroimaging signs of silent cerebrovascular disease are highly prevalent in older people. Although many radiological manifestations and secondary consequences are now known, the best-defined manifestations—in terms of radiological definition, prevalence, and clinical associations—are silent brain infarcts, white matter lesions of presumed vascular origin, and microbleeds (Figure 1). Approximately 25% of people >80 years of age have ≥1 silent brain infarcts. The prevalence of silent cerebrovascular disease exceeds, by far, the prevalence of symptomatic stroke. It has been estimated that for every symptomatic stroke, there are ≈10 silent brain infarcts. As a result of this high prevalence, silent cerebrovascular disease is the most commonly encountered incidental finding on brain imaging.

Two decades of research has generated important insights into the prevalence, manifestations, risk factors, and consequences of silent cerebrovascular disease. Silent brain infarcts, also called silent strokes in the literature, are subcortical cavities or cortical areas of atrophy and gliosis that are presumed to be caused by previous infarction. White matter lesions of presumed vascular origin represent areas of demyelination, gliosis, arteriosclerosis, and microinfarction presumed to be caused by ischemia. They may be visible as areas of white matter hyperintensity (WMH) on computed tomography (CT). Microbleeds are thought to represent small areas of hemosiderin deposition from previous silent hemorrhages and are visible only on MRI sequences optimized for their detection. A previous statement from the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association (AHA/ASA) on the definition of stroke includes, for the first time, definitions of silent brain infarcts and silent brain hemorrhages as manifestations of cerebrovascular disease.

Although often called silent because they occur in the absence of clinically recognized stroke symptoms, population-based epidemiological studies show that these manifestations of cerebrovascular disease are, in fact, associated with subtler cognitive and motor deficits on standardized testing, cognitive decline, gait impairment, psychiatric disorders, impairments in activities of living, and other adverse health outcomes. Furthermore, both silent brain infarcts and WMHs are associated with future incident cognitive decline and stroke. Therefore, these lesions are neither silent nor innocuous. Consequently, some have advocated that the term covert cerebrovascular disease is a more appropriate label than silent disease. A previous AHA/ASA statement on vascular contributions to cognitive impairment and dementia reviewed the relationship between silent cerebrovascular disease and clinically identified cognitive impairment. Salient findings and recommendations in the statement included that a pattern of diffuse, subcortical cerebrovascular pathology, identifiable on neuroimaging, can support a diagnosis of probable or possible vascular cognitive impairment. However, that statement did not offer guidance for stroke prevention.

In this statement, we systematically review the literature on the prevalence of silent cerebrovascular disease and its implications for stroke prevention. Our writing committee identified specific scenarios in which clinical decision making may be influenced by the presence of incidentally detected silent cerebrovascular disease. We conducted focused literature searches to address these clinical questions: (1) How should silent cerebrovascular disease be classified radiologically and reported? (2) What investigations, if any, should be ordered for patients with silent cerebrovascular disease? (3) How should patients with silent brain infarcts or WMHs be managed to prevent symptomatic stroke? (4) What is the safety of medical therapies, including anticoagulation, in patients with cerebral microbleeds (CMBs)? (5) What is the safety of thrombolysis or acute stroke reperfusion therapy in patients with microbleeds? (6) Is there a role for population screening for silent cerebrovascular disease? For each section, we offer suggestions and considerations for clinical practice (summarized in Table 1) and identify areas that require further investigation.

Methods
The writing committee was commissioned in September 2014 to review the literature on the management of silent cerebrovascular disease to reduce the risk of stroke and to improve outcomes from stroke, with the goal of identifying clinical considerations that should drive future research. With guidance from the Stroke Council Scientific Statements Oversight Committee, the writing committee chairs selected commonly encountered clinical scenarios in which there was uncertainty or controversy concerning the implications of silent cerebrovascular disease for patient management. These scenarios were subsequently discussed and finalized with the entire writing committee. Because the frequency of these clinical scenarios depends heavily on the prevalence of silent cerebrovascular disease, the committee chose to summarize existing data on prevalence also. The committee focused on the 3 manifestations of silent cerebrovascular disease that are best studied in the literature: silent brain infarcts, WMHs, and microbleeds. Thus, this statement is not intended to provide a comprehensive overview of all the manifestations of silent cerebrovascular disease, nor is it intended to review aspects related to pathology, pathophysiology, and pathogenesis. For background information, the reader is directed to excellent recent comprehensive reviews and to reviews of silent brain infarcts, WMHs, and microbleeds. In September 2014, the writing committee members were selected by the committee chair and vice chair, with input

Figure 1. Left, Silent brain infarct (arrow) on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) scan. Middle, White matter hyperintensity of presumed vascular origin on MRI FLAIR. Right, Microbleed (arrow) on MRI T2*-weighted gradient-recalled echo sequence. See the Diagnosis of Silent Cerebrovascular Disease by Neuroimaging section for radiological terms and definitions.
from the Stroke Council Scientific Statements Oversight Committee and AHA councils. Committee members were selected on the basis of expert knowledge in this area and experience with guideline development. Care was taken to achieve a balance of early- and later-career investigators, as well as a balance in terms of sex, race, and ethnicity. All committee members were required to declare conflicts of interest.

The first conference call was held in January 2015. During this call, the purpose and topics of the statement were finalized, and literature search strategies were developed. Each of the 8 statement sections was assigned a lead and secondary author, and the chair and vice chair were responsible for drafting the introduction, methods, and concluding sections and for editing all subsections.

For each section, relevant literature was identified through systematic review complemented by hand searching of reference lists and expert knowledge of relevant articles. Literature searches were conducted centrally, with the PubMed engine used to search the Medline database. Key words and medical subject heading terms relevant to silent brain infarcts, WMHs, and microbleeds were used, along with terms specific to section topics of prevalence, diagnosis, stroke prevention, anticoagulation and thrombolysis treatment, and screening (Data Supplement Methods). The section writing lead reviewed abstracts and titles for relevance and abstracted useful information from the full articles; however, detailed evidence tables were not required. Full details of the search strategy are available in the Data Supplement Methods.

The statement was independently peer-reviewed. It was also reviewed internally by AHA Stroke Council leadership and the Stroke Council Scientific Statements Oversight Committee. The writing committee responded in writing to
each comment from the reviewers. Final approval was provided by the AHA Science Advisory and Coordinating Committee.

Diagnosis of Silent Cerebrovascular Disease by Neuroimaging

Silent cerebrovascular disease is typically recognized on brain MRI and CT scans. MRI has greater sensitivity and specificity than CT and can better demonstrate and differentiate small cortical and subcortical infarction, lacunar infarcts, WMHs, perivascular spaces, brain atrophy, and other structural lesions (Figure 1). CMBs are visible on hemorrhage-sensitive MRI sequences but unapparent on CT.

MRI Acquisition

A comprehensive MRI evaluation for silent cerebrovascular diseases should include a minimum of the following sequences: axial diffusion-weighted imaging with both a trace image and an apparent diffusion coefficient map, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), T2-weighted and T2*-susceptibility-weighted imaging (or T2*-weighted gradient-recalled echo if susceptibility-weighted imaging is not available), and T1-weighted imaging. The diffusion-weighted trace image and apparent diffusion coefficient map are important for identifying recent infarcts. Sequence parameters should be consistent with recommendations for neuroimaging from the American College of Radiologists, including that the slice thickness should be ≤5 mm and in-plane resolution should be ≤1×1 mm. For increased sensitivity to small infarcts and microbleeds, slice thickness should ideally be ≤3 mm and slice gaps should be minimized or slices should be acquired with no gaps. Whole-brain coverage in all sequences should be used. Three-dimensional T1-weighted thin-section isotropic sequences can be reformatted to allow coregistration and to quantify brain volume. An MRI field strength of 3.0 T is preferred for higher resolution; however, modern 1.5-T MRI scans are also acceptable. In either magnet, brain coils should always be used. Table 2 outlines the proposed MRI acquisition standards for neuroimaging for clinical care or epidemiological studies.

A number of other techniques are currently under investigation, but their role in clinical practice is still uncertain. Diffusion tensor imaging has been used to assess surrogates of microarchitectural integrity and structural connectivity and to reconstruct white matter tracts in normal- and abnormal-appearing white matter. Other techniques measure perfusion (by arterial spin label or perfusion-weighted MRI), magnetization transfer, blood-brain barrier permeability, vascular reactivity, metabolites, microatheroma in perforating arterioles, and microinfarcts, all of which may be clinically silent but may show lesional abnormalities on high-resolution MRI.

Consensus Terms and Definitions for MRI and CT Manifestations of Silent Cerebrovascular Disease

Most silent cerebrovascular findings on MRI are related to cerebral small vessel disease. The first neuroimaging consensus document for classification of small vessel disease was proposed in 2006 by the US National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke and the Canadian Stroke Network as part of the development of standards for research on vascular cognitive impairment. More recently, a scientific statement from the AHA/ASA incorporated neuroimaging evidence of cerebrovascular disease for vascular cognitive impairment and dementia.

The radiological definitions and terms used to describe silent cerebrovascular disease have varied substantially in research studies and in clinical practice. STRIVE (Standards for Reporting Vascular Changes on Neuroimaging) was an international collaboration to recommend standards for research and to develop definitions and imaging standards for describing signs of small vessel disease on MRI and CT in the context of aging and neurodegeneration (Table 3). These terms and definitions...
Table 3. Glossary of Proposed Terms and Definitions for Neuroimaging Features of Small Vessel Disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesion</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recent small subcortical infarct</td>
<td>Neuroimaging evidence of recent infarction in the territory of 1 perforating arteriole, with imaging features or clinical symptoms consistent with a lesion occurring in the previous few weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacune of presumed vascular origin</td>
<td>A round or ovoid, subcortical, fluid-filled cavity (signal similar to CSF) between 3 and 15 mm in diameter, consistent with a previous acute small subcortical infarct or hemorrhage in the territory of 1 perforating arteriole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH (MRI) or hypodensity (CT) of presumed vascular origin</td>
<td>Signal abnormality of variable size in the white matter that shows the following characteristics: hyperintensity on T2-weighted images such as FLAIR or hypodensity on CT, without cavitation (signal different from CSF). Lesions in the subcortical gray matter or brainstem are not included in this category unless explicitly stated. If deep gray matter and brainstem MRI hyperintensities (or CT hypodensities) are also included, the collective term should be MRI subcortical hyperintensities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perivascular space</td>
<td>Fluid-filled spaces that follow the typical course of a vessel as it goes through gray or white matter. The spaces have signal intensity similar to CSF on all sequences. Because they follow the course of penetrating vessels, they appear linear when imaged parallel to the course of the vessel and round or ovoid, with a diameter generally &lt;3 mm, when imaged perpendicular to the course of the vessel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbleed</td>
<td>Small (generally 2–5 mm in diameter but sometimes up to 10 mm) areas of signal void with associated blooming seen on SWI, T2*-weighted MRI, or other sequences that are sensitive to susceptibility effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrophy</td>
<td>A lower brain volume that is not related to a specific macroscopic focal injury such as trauma or infarction. Thus, infarction is not included in this measure unless explicitly stated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMB indicates cerebral microbleed; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CT, computed tomography; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SWI, susceptibility-weighted imaging; and WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

Reprinted from Wardlaw et al16 in *The Lancet Neurology* with permission from Elsevier. Copyright © 2013, Elsevier Ltd.

apply to currently recognized manifestations of cerebral small vessel disease, which accounts for the majority (85%–90%) of silent cerebrovascular disease. However, a minority (≈10%–15%) of silent cerebrovascular disease is instead manifest as cortical infarcts or larger (>15 mm) subcortical infarcts related to large artery disease, cardioembolism, or other mechanisms rather than small vessel disease.25

Radiological Diagnosis and Reporting of Silent Brain Infarcts, WMHs, and Microbleeds

Silent Brain Infarcts

Most silent brain infarcts (80%–90%) are subcortical. Subcortical chronic infarcts appear as focal, irregularly shaped lesions with T1 hypointensity and T2 hyperintensity, reflecting tissue destruction and cavitation (Figure 2). They usually, but not always, exhibit central hypointensity on the FLAIR sequence, often with an irregular rim of T2 hyperintensity reflecting adjacent gliosis; however, sometimes they appear hyperintense on FLAIR as a result of incomplete suppression of the intracavitary fluid (Figure 3).26 On CT, they appear as areas of hypodensity with attenuation similar to that of cerebrospinal fluid (Figure 2). They are differentiated from perivascular spaces by size (≥3 mm), shape (ovoid and irregular instead of linear or sausage-shaped), and location. Perivascular spaces are common in the basal ganglia and corona radiata but are rarely found in the pons, medulla, or cerebellum, so lesions in these regions are more likely to represent infarcts.27 They are differentiated from WMHs by the presence of cavitation, apparent as cerebrospinal fluid–like signal on T1-weighted and T2-weighted images. However, longitudinal studies show that some acute lacunar infarcts do not develop cavitation and therefore will be misclassified as WMHs in their chronic phase.26,28 Additionally, although the size criterion of ≥3 mm is useful to increase the specificity for infarction as opposed to perivascular space, neuropathological studies frequently identify much smaller infarcts, called microinfarcts, that are unapparent on routine clinical imaging.29,30 Therefore, MRI is likely to substantially underestimate the burden of infarction in some patients. Small subcortical infarcts that are 3 to 15 mm in axial diameter have also been called lacunar infarcts or lacunar lesions and when attributed to vascular disease may also be called lacunes of presumed vascular origin (Table 2). They are presumed to result from the occlusion of a single small perforating artery caused by lipohyalinosis, microatheroma, or, less commonly, emboli. Large subcortical infarcts that exceed the maximum size typically attributed to lacunes (ie, >15 mm axial diameter) may have more diverse causes, including atherosclerotic large artery disease or embolism.

A minority of silent brain infarcts involve the cerebral cortex (Figure 4). In this case, T2 hyperintensity and T1 hypointensity may be present as a result of gliotic changes, along with atrophic, involutional changes of the cerebral cortex. However, atrophy may be minimal when the cortical infarct is small. Higher-field-strength (3 T) imaging at high spatial resolution (eg, ≤1.5-mm slice thickness), as is sometimes used clinically in dementia protocols, may reveal very small (<3 mm) infarcts in the cortical ribbon that are at the upper size limit of what have been called microinfarcts.31

White Matter Hyperintensities

WMH is a descriptive term for areas of increased signal intensity of the cerebral white matter detected on T2-weighted or FLAIR MRI or areas of hypodensity seen on CT (Figure 5). Depending on the MRI acquisition parameters, WMHs may appear isointense on T1-weighted sequences or hypointense, but they should not be as hypointense as cerebrospinal fluid (in which case the lesion should instead be classified as an infarct if presumed to be of vascular origin). Two varieties of WMHs have been described by some investigators on the basis of their location in the brain, periventricular WMHs (immediately contiguous to the ventricular system) and deep WMHs (located in the subcortical...
regions and not contiguous with the ventricles), whereas others aver that subcortical WMHs appear as the total volume of WMH increases above a threshold.35

WMH reporting may be the most variable of all the manifestations of silent cerebrovascular disease. Many synonyms for WMH such as leukoaraisosis, white matter changes, and small vessel ischemic disease have entered the literature. WMHs become ubiquitous with advanced age; therefore, clinical reports may neglect to mention their presence when the amount of WMH is expected for age, although there is no clear scientific evidence for a threshold below which WMH can be considered entirely benign. Furthermore, there is no uniform approach to describing the extent of WMH. However, there are opportunities to make reporting more uniform. The STRIVE group recommends adoption of the term T2 WMHs, or CT white matter hypodensity, of presumed vascular origin as a consensus term to confer the diagnostic impression that the white matter changes are probably related to arteriosclerotic microvascular diseases associated with aging and vascular risk factors and are not attributable to other specific white matter diseases, including demyelinating disease, leukodystrophy, and other nonvascular causes.33,34 Several rapid, easy-to-use visual rating scales have been developed and validated against quantitative volumetric assessments, which would allow standardized reporting of WMH extent across a wide range of WMH.35,36 Probably the quickest to apply and among the best validated is the Fazekas scale (Figure 6) (see also the White Matter Hyperintensity section in Prevalence of Silent Brain Infarcts, WMHs, and Microbleeds).19

**Microbleeds**

Microbleeds appear as small, round, 5- to 10-mm areas of signal loss on MRI susceptibility-weighted sequences (Figure 1). They exhibit a blooming effect; that is, the diameter of the signal loss on the susceptibility-weighted sequence exceeds the actual size of the lesion. The sensitivity for their detection can vary up to 2- to 3-fold, depending on the MRI protocol. Longer echo time, higher field strength, higher spatial resolution, and postprocessing techniques can increase the sensitivity.3 An earlier review provides diagnostic criteria and information on acquisition protocols. There are potential mimics to avoid. Calcium deposits and vessels seen in cross section can have a similar appearance.

**Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice**

MRI is preferred to CT because of its greater sensitivity for silent cerebrovascular disease and because only MRI can detect chronic microbleeds. We suggest using the minimum MRI acquisition standards in Table 2 for clinical scenarios in which silent cerebrovascular findings are commonly encountered, including when scanning patients with symptomatic stroke or cognitive impairment. Because silent brain infarcts, WMHs, and microbleeds have prognostic value for future clinical events such as symptomatic stroke and dementia, they should be reported when seen on neuroimaging. To reduce variation in reporting terminology, we suggest adoption of the STRIVE standard terms and definitions for clinical reporting of manifestations of cerebral small vessel disease. Using standard terms and definitions should improve communication between radiologists and ordering clinicians. Because WMH increases with advanced age, neuroradiology reports should include a description of the severity of the WMH and its presence. Ideally, WMH severity should be reported with a standardized validated visual rating scale such as the Fazekas scale (Figure 6).

**Areas for Further Investigation**

MRI exhibits superior contrast to CT for identifying tissue lesions, but more research is needed to quantify the impact
of this improved contrast on the sensitivity, specificity, and reliability for identifying silent brain infarcts and WMHs. This information will be needed to better justify MRI use in practice settings where access to MRI is more limited than access to CT.

Except for microbleeds, there has been very little work on how MRI scanner field strength, scan resolution, and scan parameters affect the sensitivity and specificity for the detection of silent cerebrovascular disease. Future studies should examine the sensitivity, specificity, and reliability for detecting silent brain infarcts and for accurately assessing WMH volume using patient volunteers. The development of appropriate phantoms could help in assessing scanner-related variance.

Generally, moderate to good reliability is reported for assessments of silent brain infarcts, microbleeds, and WMHs. However, these studies report reliability from experienced research groups with a limited number of raters and may overestimate the reliability of reporting that could be expected in routine clinical practice. More research is needed to better understand the sensitivity, specificity, and reliability of reporting findings of silent cerebrovascular disease in clinical practice to identify areas where improvement in reporting is needed.

Investigational MRI techniques may improve the diagnosis of silent cerebrovascular disease in the future. Of particular interest would be techniques that help inform the clinician as to whether the incidentally detected cerebrovascular disease is likely to be associated with subclinical, but real, impairments in cognition, mood, or gait, as well as techniques that improve the detection of small lesions such as microinfarcts and microbleeds. Such techniques could include assessments of perfusion, vascular reactivity, brain white matter connectivity, atrophy, and others.

**Prevalence of Silent Brain Infarcts, WMHs, and Microbleeds**

We screened >800 studies but included only population-based and case-control studies with >150 subjects, basing our prevalence estimates largely on the community-based data and alluding briefly to data from case-control studies in settings that might be frequently encountered such as an acute stroke setting. Furthermore, we chose to include only MRI studies because the sensitivity of CT scans for the various markers of vascular brain injury is lower. We have focused on 1- to 3-T MRI scans because these are the field strengths that have been widely used to date in population-based studies. We have used the author-defined criteria for silent brain infarction, WMH, and CMB because most of these articles were published before recent harmonization attempts. For estimates of silent brain infarct prevalence, we have included all studies with T1- and T2-weighted imaging; for WMH prevalence studies, either T2-weighted or T2-FLAIR sequences; and for
studies of microbleeds, T2*-weighted gradient-recalled echo or susceptibility-weighted imaging.16

Silent Brain Infarcts
In population studies, >90% of silent brain infarcts correspond to lacunar infarcts, defined as small subcortical infarcts of 3 to 15 mm, whereas the remaining 10% correspond to larger subcortical infarcts or cortical infarcts.25 Population-based studies in whites, blacks, and Japanese have reported an overall silent brain infarction prevalence of 8% to 31%,37–44 with an incidence of 0.3%/y to 3%/y that progressively increases with age.42–44 In a Framingham study sample 62±9 years of age, the prevalence of silent brain infarction was 10.7%, with 84% having a single infarct.45 Silent brain infarcts are more prevalent among patients with cardiovascular disease, stroke, and dementia. Risk factors for silent brain infarcts have been systematically reviewed46 and include advanced age, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and smoking. One population-based study in a multi-ethnic cohort also found that men and younger blacks were at increased risk for silent brain infarction.47

White Matter Hyperintensity
WMH prevalence and volume are partly genetically determined48–50 but increase exponentially with age, and the prevalence is greater in individuals with higher levels of and longer exposure to various vascular risk factors, notably hypertension and diabetes mellitus.51,52 WMHs are likely more common in individuals with stroke, dementia, migraine,53,54 or late-life depression55 but not in younger adults with bipolar disease or schizophrenia.56 In community-based samples, WMH prevalence was low before 55 years of age57 but increased sharply with age thereafter, from 11% to 21% in the subjects 64 years of age on average from 11% to 21% in the subjects 64 years of age on average to 94% in individuals 82 years of age on average.58–60 Whereas most studies have been in whites living in industrialized nations, the prevalence of WMHs in rural Ecuador and in blacks and Hispanics in Northern Manhattan was comparable.61,62 However, another study suggests that blacks may be at higher risk for more severe WMHs than Americans of European descent.63 Early studies used a variety of semiquantitative visual rating scales with limited agreement,8,19,60,64,65 and they reported a prevalence of moderate to severe WMH of ≈22%.66 In some studies of older adults that additionally categorized WMH by location, a prevalence of 20% to 67% for deep and subcortical WMHs and from 15% to 94% for periventricular WMHs has been noted.67,68 Currently, automated methods for assessment of WMH volumes are considered the gold standard for research purposes.69 An entity of large or extensive WMHs has been described as a WMH volume >1 or 1.5 SD above the age- and sex-specific mean; by definition, the prevalence of this condition is 12% to 17%.70,71

Figure 6. Fazekas visual rating scale for magnetic resonance imaging white matter hyperintensities (WMHs). Periventricular WMH is graded as follows: 0=absence, 1=caps or pencil-thin lining, 2=smooth halo, and 3=irregular periventricular WMH extending into the deep white matter. Separately, deep (subcortical) WMH is graded as follows: 0=absence, 1=punctuate foci, 2=beginning confluence of foci, and 3=large confluent areas. Reprinted from Fazekas et al69 with permission from the American Journal of Roentgenology. Copyright © 1987, American Roentgen Ray Society.
In specific settings such as in patients who have suffered an acute stroke, semiautomated methods that mask the acutely infarcted areas to assess WMH only in noninfarcted brain are used that correlate well with methods used in stroke-free populations; individuals with stroke have more prevalent WMHs (19.5% had confluent WMHs versus 7.5% of normal) and larger WMH volumes.

Estimates of WMH volume are dependent on the MRI sequences and the WMH measurement methods used; thus, it is uncertain whether they can be directly compared across studies. Figure 7 provides estimates of the frequency of different WMH grades, measured on FLAIR with the Fazekas visual rating scale (Figure 6), for age categories from <55 to >75 years of age based on the findings of 2 population-based studies. Unfortunately, similar normative data are not available for CT.

The most consistently identified risk factors for WMH are advanced age and hypertension. Cerebral Microbleeds

CMBs were found in up to 5% to 21% of the general population, 30% to 40% of patients with ischemic stroke, and 60% to 68% of patients with primary intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) with the use of gradient-recalled echo sequences. Microbleeds are strongly associated with age. On a high-sensitivity MR sequence, CMBs were found in 18% of individuals 60 to 69 years of age and in 38% of subjects >80 years of age, whereas using less sensitive gradient-recalled echo sequences, the Framingham and AGES (Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility) studies noted a prevalence of 9% and 13% at mean ages of 67 and 76 years, respectively. Prevalence was similar in a multiethnic cohort, the Washington Heights-Inwood Columbia Aging Project.

Technical and measurement-related factors may influence CMB prevalence rates. Most important, MRI parameters such as longer echo time, smaller interslice gap, and the use of 3-dimensional acquisition, a higher magnetic field, and newer sequences such as susceptibility-weighted imaging can increase the ability to detect microbleeds by 2- to 3-fold. Additionally, the reliability of microbleed identification is only moderate, probably because of the presence of mimics such as flow voids, cavernous malformations, hemorrhagic transformation of small infarcts, iron deposition, and scattered calcifications that can be misidentified as microbleeds. Risk factors for microbleeds have been systematically reviewed and include advanced age and hypertension. Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) is a risk factor for lobar microbleeds, and a pattern of microbleeds restricted to lobar locations is diagnostic for CAA in specific clinical settings (Table 4, Boston criteria). A mixed pattern of both deep and lobar microbleeds is not uncommon, caused by either arteriosclerosis (resulting from hypertension, aging, and other risk factors) or a combination of arteriosclerosis and CAA.

Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice

Because of the high prevalence of silent cerebrovascular disease, it will be encountered frequently as an incidental finding on brain MRI and CT scans, particularly in older people. Cerebrovascular disease was the most commonly encountered incidental brain finding in the Rotterdam Scan Study and Cardiovascular Health Study, with a prevalence exceeding that of all other incidental findings (eg, meningiomas and arachnoid cysts) combined. Implications for clinical care are discussed in subsequent sections of this statement.

Areas for Further Investigation

More prevalence data are needed in younger populations and from non–North American, non-European countries. Normative data on the population prevalence and severity of WMH by age are needed, but to pool data from existing cohorts, a standardized WMH assessment method would need to be selected. These normative data would help clinicians accurately identify patients with excessive WMHs for a given age. Additional population-based, longitudinal studies on CMBs would be valuable, addressing the impact of disease location (eg, deep versus lobar microbleeds) and disease burden on outcomes, including future risk of stroke and cognitive decline.

Investigations for Patients With Silent Cerebrovascular Disease

This section reviews considerations for diagnostic investigations in the commonly encountered clinical scenarios in which ≥1 silent brain infarcts, extensive WMHs for a given age, or ≥1 silent CMBs are incidentally discovered on brain imaging done for unrelated reasons. We focus on...
investigations to identify mechanisms of cerebrovascular disease and risk factors that would inform primary prevention of symptomatic stroke. A full discussion of the differential diagnosis of nonvascular causes of cystic brain lesions or white matter signal abnormalities is outside the scope of this statement. However, the reader should be aware that nonvascular causes of such lesions exist. For example, adult-onset leukoencephalopathies or demyelinating disease can also cause WMHs on MRI. Here, we focus on circumstances in which the radiology and medical history are considered sufficient to exclude nonvascular causes and are instead consistent with incidental silent cerebrovascular disease. Additionally, we do not provide suggestions for the assessment of patients with symptomatic cerebrovascular disease; instead, the reader should refer to AHA guidelines for secondary prevention of stroke. Finally, we do not provide detailed discussions of workup for rare genetic causes of cerebral small vessel disease such as cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical ischemic leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL), which are usually symptomatic on presentation but may be detected in asymptomatic mutation carriers before disease onset. However, we provide suggestions for when rare genetic causes could be suspected.

Investigations for Patients With Silent Brain Infarcts

The diagnostic approach to clinically apparent, symptomatic ischemic stroke is typically 2-pronged: identifying common vascular risk factors and determining the underlying mechanistic cause of the stroke. Because both silent brain infarction and ischemic stroke are presumed to share the same pathology, namely cerebral infarction, the diagnostic approach to silent infarction arguably ought to be the same. However, evidence supporting this approach is sparse.

The evaluation of typical vascular risk factors, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, cigarette smoking, and physical inactivity, is relatively straightforward and is discussed in detail in existing guidelines for both primary and secondary prevention of stroke.

The diagnosis of ischemic stroke origin is a major component of early evaluation because it has potential implications for treatment. The origin is often classified as 1 of the following 5 mechanisms: cardioembolism, large vessel atherothromboembolism, small vessel occlusive disease, other determined cause, or cryptogenic (idiopathic) causes. Mechanistically, these same categories seem reasonably applied to silent infarction, but the reliability of this approach has not been studied. Most silent infarcts (80%–90%) are subcortical and <1.5 cm in maximal diameter and would therefore most likely be classified as small vessel occlusive disease or lacunar infarction. Only a minority (10%–20%) are cortical or large infarcts that are more likely to arise from a proximal source of embolism from the heart or a proximal larger artery such as the carotid artery. However, the categories of cardioembolism and large- vessel disease are likely the major areas for which specific guidelines are needed in relation to silent infarction because of the strong relationships between diagnostic risk stratification and treatment decisions. Existing AHA/ASA guidelines for early management of symptomatic ischemic stroke recommend cardiac rhythm monitoring in all patients, as well as noninvasive vascular imaging of the cervical vessels and intracranial vessels (when knowledge of intracranial steno-occlusive disease would alter management) in all patients with ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA), and by logical extension may also pertain to patients with clinically unrecognized infarction.

The most common cause of cardioembolism is atrial fibrillation (AF). The risk of stroke in patients with AF can be estimated with the CHADS2-VASC scheme, which incorporates congestive heart failure, hypertension, age, diabetes mellitus, prior stroke or TIA, female sex, and vascular disease (including peripheral artery disease, myocardial infarction, or aortic plaque) into a composite score. A score of 0 is considered low risk; a score of 1 is considered moderate risk; and scores of ≥2 are considered high risk. A prior stroke or TIA alone earns 2 points and in itself identifies a patient at high risk. The process that was used to develop and validate this scoring system did not account for silent infarction. However, those studies also did not attempt to characterize prior stroke as specifically attributable to AF or another cause.

### Table 4. Modified Boston Criteria for the Diagnosis of CAA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definite CAA</th>
<th>Full postmortem examination demonstrating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Severe CAA with vasculopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Absence of other diagnostic lesion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probable CAA with supporting pathology</th>
<th>Clinical data and pathological tissue (evacuated hematoma or cortical biopsy) demonstrating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Some degree of CAA in the specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Absence of other diagnostic lesion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probable CAA</th>
<th>Clinical data and MRI or CT demonstrating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Age ≥55 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Either (a) multiple hemorrhages restricted to lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical regions (cerebellar hemorrhage allowed) or (b) single lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical hemorrhage and focal or disseminated superficial siderosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Absence of other cause of hemorrhage or superficial siderosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible CAA</th>
<th>Clinical data and MRI or CT demonstrating:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Age ≥55 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Either (a) single lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical hemorrhage or (b) focal or disseminated superficial siderosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Absence of other cause of hemorrhage or superficial siderosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy may be defined by microbleeds. The criteria have been pathologically validated to have high specificity and positive predictive value in the setting of lobar intracerebral hemorrhage but have been less validated in the general population without hemorrhagic stroke. CAA indicates cerebral amyloid angiopathy; CT, computed tomography; and MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Modified from Linn et al with permission of the publisher. Copyright © 2010, by AAN Enterprises, Inc.

Hemorrhages may be either hematomas or magnetic resonance imaging–defined microbleeds. The criteria have been pathologically validated to have high specificity and positive predictive value in the setting of lobar intracerebral hemorrhage but have been less validated in the general population without hemorrhagic stroke. CAA indicates cerebral amyloid angiopathy; CT, computed tomography; and MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Modified from Linn et al with permission of the publisher. Copyright © 2010, by AAN Enterprises, Inc.
history of prior stroke or TIA was not adjudicated and might have included radiographic evidence of prior stroke. Notably, silent infarction is found in about a quarter of patients with AF who have no history of stroke.96

From a pathophysiological perspective, any evidence of prior infarction in a patient with AF would seem to correlate with the propensity to form emboli. Observational studies have not been able to confirm or refute this idea, with some suggesting a greater risk of subsequent stroke among those with silent infarction compared with those without97 and others showing no difference.98 These studies have not attempted to define silent infarctions as embolic in origin on the basis of their radiographic appearance. However, an analysis of patients with recent cryptogenic ischemic stroke found that radiographic evidence of prior cortical or cerebellar (presumably embolic-appearing) infarction was associated with a 3-fold increase in the likelihood of finding AF with 28 days of continuous cardiac monitoring.99 This suggests that patients with such patterns of silent infarction may benefit from monitoring. The AHA/ASA guideline on the primary prevention of stroke states that “active screening for AF in the primary care setting in patients >65 years of age by pulse assessment followed by ECG as indicated can be useful.”99 For patients found to have silent brain infarction, a similar strategy seems appropriate at a minimum, regardless of age. The AHA/ASA guidelines for secondary prevention recommend that “for patients who have experienced an acute ischemic stroke or TIA with no other apparent cause, prolonged rhythm monitoring (≈30 days) for AF is reasonable within 6 months of the index event.” For patients with silent infarction, the timing of the “event” is unknown, and the value of extensive rhythm monitoring is not determined. The role of echocardiography is undefined in guidelines for recent symptomatic stroke (although it is often performed in this setting), and its utility in silent stroke has not been investigated.

Stenosis of the internal carotid artery is also a well-established cause of cerebral infarction, with a high risk of subsequent stroke (≈10%/y–15%/y) among patients who have recently been symptomatic with a TIA or ischemic stroke and a much lower risk (≈2%/y) among those who are asymptomatic. The AHA/ASA guidelines for secondary prevention recommend carotid revascularization for eligible patients with symptomatic internal carotid artery stenosis of 50% to 99% and recent TIA or ischemic stroke within 6 months100; however, for patients with silent brain infarction, the timing of the “event” is unknown, and the value of extensive rhythm monitoring is not determined. The presence or absence of carotid stenosis in patients with silent brain infarction in the carotid perfusion territory because these patients appear to have an intermediate risk for subsequent silent brain infarction, a similar strategy seems appropriate at a minimum, regardless of age. The AHA/ASA guidelines for secondary prevention recommend that “for patients who have experienced an acute ischemic stroke or TIA with no other apparent cause, prolonged rhythm monitoring (≈30 days) for AF is reasonable within 6 months of the index event.” For patients with silent infarction, the timing of the “event” is unknown, and the value of extensive rhythm monitoring is not determined. The role of echocardiography is undefined in guidelines for recent symptomatic stroke (although it is often performed in this setting), and its utility in silent stroke has not been investigated.

Stenosis of the internal carotid artery is also a well-established cause of cerebral infarction, with a high risk of subsequent stroke (≈10%/y–15%/y) among patients who have recently been symptomatic with a TIA or ischemic stroke and a much lower risk (≈2%/y) among those who are asymptomatic. The AHA/ASA guidelines for secondary prevention recommend carotid revascularization for eligible patients with symptomatic internal carotid artery stenosis of 50% to 99% and recent TIA or ischemic stroke within 6 months100; however, for patients with silent brain infarction, the timing of the infarction is unknown. Silent infarctions are found in about a quarter of patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis but do not consistently appear to be more common on the side of the carotid stenosis.100–103 As with AF, data relating silent infarction to subsequent risk are limited but suggest greater risk of subsequent stroke and mortality among those with preoperative silent infarction. A systematic review and meta-analysis found 2 studies that showed that a nonlacunar pattern of cortical and subcortical silent CT infarctions ipsilateral to the carotid stenosis was associated with future stroke risk (pooled odds ratio [OR], 4.6; 95% confidence interval [CI], 3.0–7.2), but there were no prospective MRI studies linking silent infarction and stroke risk in this setting.103 This study103 suggests that the presence of nonlacunar silent infarction is associated with a risk of subsequent stroke about halfway between that of symptomatic and of asymptomatic stenosis (as reported in prior studies without evaluation for silent infarction) and warrants diagnosis and consideration of intervention.

Rarely, the clinician may identify a patient with multiple lacunes and extensive WMHs who is relatively young and without a severe burden of conventional vascular risk factors. In such cases, a monogenic disorder such as CADASIL may be the cause. A family history of early-onset stroke, dementia, or migraine is usually present, although some disorders are autosomal recessive (eg, cerebral autosomal recessive arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy) and family history will be lacking in cases of spontaneous de novo mutations, which have been described. Monogenic causes of cerebral small vessel disease have been reviewed elsewhere.104

Suggestions and Considerations for Investigations in Patients With Silent Brain Infarcts

We suggest that it is reasonable for all patients with silent brain infarct infarction to have an assessment of common vascular risk factors, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, smoking, and physical inactivity, as well as active screening for AF by pulse assessment followed by ECG as indicated. This suggestion is consistent with AHA guidelines for the primary prevention of stroke. For patients with an embolic-appearing pattern of infarction, that is, single or multiple cortical infarcts or large, nonlacunar subcortical infarcts, prolonged rhythm monitoring for AF might be considered. However, evidence is lacking on whether silent brain infarction can be considered equivalent to symptomatic stroke for risk stratification for anticoagulant treatment for AF (see also the Prevention of Symptomatic Stroke in Patients With Silent Brain Infarcts section). The role of echocardiography to identify cardiac sources for embolism has not been defined but could be considered when there is an embolic-appearing pattern of silent brain infarction. Noninvasive carotid imaging may be considered to determine the presence or absence of carotid stenosis in patients with silent brain infarction in the carotid perfusion territory because these patients appear to have an intermediate risk for subsequent brain infarction (between the risk for recently symptomatic [<6 month] and asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis) and therefore could be candidates for carotid intervention, depending on the perioperative risk and patient preferences.

Routine genetic testing for monogenic causes of cerebral small vessel disease is not warranted because they are rare. Genetic testing should be considered only when lacunes are present in a young patient with extensive WMHs in the absence of sufficient conventional vascular risk factors.105 The presence of migraine, cognitive impairment, and a positive family history are additional features of CADASIL, the commonest monogenic disorder that causes cerebral small vessel disease.106 CADASIL can be diagnosed on the basis of testing for mutations in the NOTCH3 gene.106 For patients with a suspected genetic disorder, referral to a specialist would also be reasonable.

Investigations for Patients With WMHs of Presumed Vascular Origin

WMHs of presumed vascular origin become extremely common with aging, being found to some extent in >90% of individuals ≥70 years of age. Therefore, finding small
scattered WMHs in middle-aged and older people is a frequent, expected finding that does not require additional investigation. However, WMHs that are excessive for age are associated with increased future risk for stroke. Therefore, assessment of vascular risk factors for the primary prevention of stroke and cardiovascular disease is warranted in patients with extensive WMHs. Currently, identifying such patients with extensive WMHs relies on clinical judgment because there has been no consensus on WMH rating methods and, as a result, there are no published, widely accepted normative data for comparison. The presence of confluent or beginning confluent WMHs, corresponding to a Fazekas score of 2 or 3 in the periventricular or subcortical white matter (Figure 6), has sometimes been used as an operational definition of extensive WMH in research studies.

In contrast to silent brain infarcts, less is known about the pathophysiology of WMH. Ischemia, infarction, inflammation, increased vascular permeability, and venous insufficiency have all been proposed as causes of WMHs. It is possible that WMHs may not result from a single pathophysiological pathway but rather may be the common result of a number of pathophysiological disturbances. Furthermore, WMHs have a high heritable component, although the genetic basis for this heritability is not well understood. WMHs are associated with cerebral small vessel diseases, although AF has also been identified as a risk factor in epidemiological studies. WMHs are only weakly associated with subclinical measures of atherosclerotic carotid disease and are not more common on the side of the carotid stenosis in patients with symptomatic carotid disease. Extensive, confluent WMHs are also a feature of the rare genetic disorder CADASIL. The presence of WMHs in the anterior temporal white matter or external capsule is typical for CADASIL as indicated by case-control studies, but the positive predictive value of this pattern of WMH has not been tested in population-based studies and may be low in that setting.

**Suggestions and Considerations for Investigations in Patients With WMHs of Presumed Vascular Origin**

In patients with excessive WMHs for age, including patients with beginning confluent or confluent WMHs (periventricular or subcortical Fazekas score of 2 or 3), we suggest assessment of common vascular risk factors, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, smoking, and physical inactivity. We also suggest active screening for AF by pulse assessment followed by an ECG as indicated. Investigations for proximal sources of embolism, including carotid imaging and echocardiography, are probably not needed. Routine genetic testing is not indicated and should be reserved for exceptional cases in which the patient is relatively young, other features of CADASIL or other monogenic disorders are present, the WMH is large and confluent, and the burden of WMH is not well accounted for by conventional vascular risk factors.

**Investigations for Patients With Silent CMBs**

Microbleeds are most commonly associated with hypertensive arteriopathy or CAA. Less common causes include infective endocarditis, multiple cavernous malformations, coagulopathies, and head trauma, which can generally be identified on the basis of the clinical history. Larger silent hemorrhages (>1.0 cm) are less common than microbleeds and probably have a range of causes similar to symptomatic ICH.

Microbleeds have different risk factors, depending on their location. Microbleeds may be subdivided into those occurring in deep brain locations (the basal ganglia and brainstem) and those occurring in lobar brain locations (within the cerebral cortex or subcortical white matter). In 2 population-based studies that looked separately at risk factors for microbleeds in the 2 locations, lobar microbleeds were associated with the presence of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) ε4 allele, whereas deep microbleeds were associated with hypertension, smoking, and brain infarcts. These findings suggest that CAA, a hypertension-independent small vessel disease that is more common in APOE ε4 allele carriers, is a common cause of lobar microbleeds in the general population. The Boston criteria for diagnosis of CAA have been validated pathologically in the context of a history of lobar ICH (Table 4). In patients with hemorrhages restricted to lobar brain locations only, the Boston criteria can be used to diagnose probable or possible CAA, depending on whether multiple lobar hemorrhages or a single lobar hemorrhage is present. A modified version of the criteria incorporates superficial siderosis as a hemorrhage equivalent. However, there is limited validation of the original or modified Boston criteria in the general population. Patients who have a combination of lobar and nonlobar (deep) hemorrhages may have both CAA and arteriosclerosis (caused by aging, hypertension, and other vascular risk factors) as the underlying vascular pathology, although long-standing hypertension can be sufficient to cause microbleeds in all territories.

**Suggestions and Considerations for Investigations in Patients With Silent CMBs**

In patients with silent microbleeds, we suggest that common risk factors for ICH, particularly hypertension, should be assessed. CT angiography, CT venography, contrast-enhanced CT, contrast-enhanced MRI, MR angiography, and MR venography can be useful to evaluate large (ie, >1.0 cm in diameter) silent hemorrhages for underlying structural lesions, including vascular malformations and tumors, when there is clinical or radiological suspicion. For silent hemorrhages or microbleeds not attributable to secondary causes such as vascular malformations, the modified Boston criteria (Table 4) are probably useful to classify the likelihood of underlying CAA pathology. APOE testing is not recommended for patients with ICH because it does not accurately identify patients with CAA; therefore, we do not suggest testing patients with microbleeds either.

**Areas for Further Investigation**

Research into the causes and pathophysiology of cerebral small vessel disease may yield insights that lead to new diagnostic testing strategies. Of the cardinal manifestations of silent brain cerebrovascular disease reviewed in this statement, the pathophysiology of WMH is probably the least well understood. More research is needed on the diagnostic yield (eg, sensitivity and specificity) of investigations for causes of silent cerebrovascular disease because epidemiological
older individuals reflect the fact that older age is also a risk factor for symptomatic stroke independently of the presence or absence of silent brain infarcts.

A larger number of silent brain infarcts at baseline was associated with higher risk of subsequent symptomatic stroke.13 Most incident strokes were ischemic (81%–89%), not hemorrhagic (11%–19%),10,12,13,108 similar to the distribution seen in all symptomatic stroke in the population. The studies did not accrue enough incident events to analyze risk for ischemic stroke separately from that for hemorrhagic stroke, nor did they have enough power to analyze whether the location and type of baseline silent brain infarct (eg, whether lacunar or cortical) were associated with the type of recurrent stroke.

The association between silent brain infarcts and future stroke risk has also been investigated in observational studies in specific settings of increased cardiovascular risk. A systematic review of studies of silent brain infarction in patients with asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis showed that nonlacunar ipsilateral silent CT brain infarctions, potentially caused by arterio-arterial embolism, were associated with future symptomatic stroke risk (pooled OR, 4.6; 95% CI, 3.0–7.2; P<0.0001).101

### Information From Randomized Controlled Trials About the Risk of Future Symptomatic Stroke When There Are Silent Brain Infarcts

Several recurrent stroke prevention clinical trials provide important information about silent brain infarcts and subsequent symptomatic stroke. The EAFT (European Atrial Fibrillation Trial) showed that the presence of silent brain infarcts was associated with an increased risk of vascular events in general (HR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.2–1.9; P=0.001) and recurrent stroke in particular (HR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.2–2.3; P=0.002).97 In a study of PROGRESS (Perindopril Protection Against Recurrent Stroke Study), perindopril-based blood pressure–lowering therapy did not decrease the risk of new silent brain infarcts (12.5% in the treatment group had new infarcts compared with 15.0% in the placebo group; P=0.34) or brain atrophy. Rates of symptomatic stroke recurrence in patients with versus without silent brain infarcts were not provided.113 However, this study in a portion of the PROGRESS participants probably lacked statistical power to detect an effect. In the ProFESS (Prevention Regimen for Effectively Avoiding Second Strokes) imaging substudy, after a mean

---

**Table 5. Risk for Future Stroke in Individuals With Silent Brain Infarcts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Size, n/Mean Age, y</th>
<th>With Silent Brain Infarcts, %</th>
<th>Incident Stroke Events, n</th>
<th>Event Rate in Individuals With Silent Brain Infarcts, %/y</th>
<th>Event Rate in Individuals Without Silent Brain Infarcts, %/y</th>
<th>Adjusted HR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiovascular Health Study</strong>12</td>
<td>Population-based</td>
<td>3324/74</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.5 (1.1–2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rotterdam Scan Study</strong>10</td>
<td>Population-based</td>
<td>1077/72</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.3 (1.8–5.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study</strong>10</td>
<td>Population-based</td>
<td>1884/62</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.5 (1.7–3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Framingham study</strong>12</td>
<td>Population-based</td>
<td>2229/62</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.8 (1.3–6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All HRs were adjusted for age, sex, and vascular risk factors (including hypertension). CI indicates confidence interval; and HR, hazard ratio.

---

Information has focused on relative risks. For example, there is limited information on how frequently one would identify clinically important risk factors such as AF or hypertension among patients with silent brain infarcts, WMHs, or microbleeds. At the present time, there is essentially no information on the yield or cost-effectiveness of diagnostic strategies for silent cerebrovascular disease, probably because the benefit of risk factor modification in this clinical setting is uncertain because it has not yet been subject to clinical trials (see also the subsequent 2 sections on stroke prevention in patients with silent brain infarct and in patients with WMH).

### Prevention of Symptomatic Stroke in Patients With Silent Brain Infarcts

In this section, we discuss symptomatic stroke risk in patients with silent brain infarcts (from observational or randomized trials), controlled trials of vascular risk reduction in patients with silent brain infarcts, and suggestions for strategies to prevent ischemic stroke in patients with silent brain infarcts. Our discussion emphasizes silent brain infarcts in the general population and does not focus primarily on specialized conditions or circumstances that provoke silent infarcts such as sickle cell disease and aortic and mitral valve replacement surgery or other interventions.

### Information From Population-Based and Other Observational Studies About the Risk of Future Symptomatic Stroke When There Are Silent Brain Infarcts

Four population-based studies in the United States and Europe have reported the incidence of new symptomatic stroke in individuals with versus without MRI-defined silent brain infarcts at baseline, with mean follow-up ranging from 3 to 15 years (Table 5). With age, sex, and vascular risk factors controlled for, the presence of silent brain infarcts was an independent predictor of future stroke in all of the studies, with hazard ratios (HRs) ranging from 1.5 to 3.3. In the 2 studies with mean age of 62 years, the unadjusted absolute increased risk was 0.34%/y and 1.2%/y. In the 2 studies with a mean age in the early 70s, the unadjusted absolute increased risk was 1.6%/y and 2.3%/y. The higher absolute annual risks in older individuals reflect the fact that older age is also a risk factor for symptomatic stroke independently of the presence or absence of silent brain infarcts.
follow-up of only 2.5 years, silent brain infarction was not shown to be an independent risk for recurrent stroke, other vascular events, or a higher mortality.114 Ongoing aspirin and other stroke prevention trials have the potential to expand our knowledge of the prevention of silent brain infarction.115,116

Vascular Risk Reduction in Patients With Silent Brain Infarction to Prevent Symptomatic Stroke

There is a paucity of information from controlled, clinical trials on the prevention of symptomatic stroke in patients with silent brain infarction. A number of observational studies and scientific statements call for additional information in this area but do not provide high-level evidence to guide the clinician.6,91

A guideline from the AHA recommends that it is reasonable to implement programs to systematically identify and treat risk in individuals at risk of stroke.91 The obvious targets for prevention of silent brain infarction such as conventional cardiovascular risk factors have been identified.6,91 Of note, significant effort has been leveraged to identify which patients will benefit from intervention for asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis, which could reduce risk of silent brain infarction and symptomatic stroke.117 Diagnostic assessments for such exploration are reviewed elsewhere.117

Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice

We suggest that it may be reasonable to follow AHA/ASA guidelines for primary stroke prevention69 to prevent symptomatic stroke in individuals with silent brain infarction who have not had a TIA or symptomatic stroke. The effectiveness of aspirin or other antithrombotic therapies in preventing symptomatic stroke or recurrent silent brain infarction in patients with silent brain infarction has not been established. Careful elicitation of a history of prior symptoms of TIA or stroke in patients with silent brain infarction is important because such symptoms may be missed in more casual examination. If such symptoms are detected, the patient may be classified in a recurrent stroke prevention category, and recurrent stroke prevention therapies should be administered.

The clinician should be aware that silent brain infarction predicts an increased risk of subsequent symptomatic stroke even after known vascular risk factors are controlled for and that this risk has been documented in the general population and in patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis. It is reasonable for the clinician to consider this information when making decisions about the benefits of statin therapy, choice of antithrombotic in patients with AF, revascularization therapy in patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis, or treatment of hypertension. However, the clinician should be aware that it is currently unproven whether information on the presence or absence of silent brain infarcts improves the prediction of future symptomatic stroke compared with existing risk prediction tools such as the Pooled Cohort Equations118 for determining eligibility for statin therapy119 or CHA2DS2-VASC score for patients with AF, which do not include imaging information. Similarly, there are no clinical trial data to show whether the benefit of asymptomatic carotid revascularization differs in patients with or without silent brain infarction. It is not clear whether silent brain infarcts should be considered equivalent to symptomatic stroke for determining blood pressure targets.

Areas for Further Investigation

Prevention of a symptomatic stroke in the presence of existent silent brain infarct has not been a major focus of clinical trials. The most useful new information would come from clinical trials of antithrombotic and other stroke prevention strategies in patients with silent brain infarction without a history of symptomatic stroke. Some stroke and cardiovascular trials have incorporated substudies with neuroimaging secondary end points. Such substudies can also provide information on the effectiveness of the study interventions in patients with and without silent brain infarction, although they will probably lack statistical power because of the limited number of patients with silent brain infarcts.

Research is needed on the added value of silent brain infarcts for predicting risk of cardiovascular events, not only stroke, in the general population. Current research shows that silent brain infarcts are associated with the risk for future symptomatic stroke when known vascular risk factors are controlled for. Future research should address whether adding information on silent brain infarcts to risk prediction tools (such as the Pooled Cohort Equations118 and CHA2DS2-VASC scores) provides clinically meaningful improvements in the discrimination of patients with versus without future cardiovascular events. If so, then modified versions of these scores could be derived for use in patients when neuroimaging information is available. Because incident events are relatively uncommon in the general population, studies to derive risk prediction scores will require large sample sizes and could potentially be facilitated by pooling data from existing studies.

Prevention of Symptomatic Stroke in Patients With WMHs of Presumed Vascular Origin

WMHs are very commonly identified on brain CT and MRI scans of elderly people and have been associated with stroke, cognitive decline, depression, and gait impairment.36 This section reviews the scientific evidence for stroke prevention strategies in patients without a history of stroke who have excessive WMHs for age on brain imaging done for unrelated reasons. We discuss stroke risk in patients with WMHs and vascular risk reduction in WMH.

Information From Population-Based and Other Studies About the Risk of Future Symptomatic Stroke Associated With WMHs

A meta-analysis of 6 population-based studies reported a significant association of WMHs with risk of future stroke (HR, 3.1 for high burden of WMH versus low burden; 95% CI, 2.3–4.1; P<0.001; Figure 8).17 Of note, the studies included in that meta-analysis used different scales and cut points to categorize WMHs, most often comparing individuals across tertiles—or other distribution measures derived from the study population concerned—of WMH severity. This complicates the translation of the reported HR to a risk estimate for an individual patient with WMH because the risk at specific WMH
thresholds was not defined. As a result, the pooled data are currently insufficient to determine annualized absolute stroke risks at different levels of WMH. There are insufficient data to determine the shape of the curve of the association between WMH and stroke risk, and it is not currently known whether there is a minimum WMH threshold below which there is no longer an association between WMH and stroke risk, that is, in which a variation in WMH volume can no longer be considered clinically relevant for stroke prediction.

Although the pathophysiology of WMH remains unclear and may be multifactorial, associations with vascular risk factors and symptomatic stroke\cite{120, 121} suggest that WMH may serve as a proxy measure of cerebral small vessel disease. However, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that WMH should be considered an equivalent of symptomatic stroke in stroke prevention strategies. Hence, in patients with an increased WMH burden but no history of a vascular event, guidelines for the secondary prevention of stroke are of unclear relevance, but guidelines for the primary prevention of stroke would certainly apply. Guidelines for the primary prevention of stroke from the AHA/ASA recommend that it is reasonable to use a risk assessment tool such as the AHA/ACC CV Risk Calculator\cite{122} because these tools can help identify individuals who could benefit from therapeutic interventions and who may not be treated on the basis of any single risk factor.\cite{94} However, these calculators do not include WMH as a marker of possible risk. Hence, individual clinical judgment must be exercised when considering whether the amount of WMH is an important modifier of the future risk of stroke in an individual patient.

### Vascular Risk Reduction in Patients With WMH to Prevent Symptomatic Stroke

As indicated in the previous section, vascular risk reduction strategies in patients with an increased burden of WMH are probably best based on available evidence-based guidelines for the primary prevention of stroke, taking into account the increased risk of stroke conveyed by the WMH, in light of the overall risk profile of the patient.

Because the absolute risk of a future stroke is higher in patients with than in those without WMH, the numbers needed to treat for preventive treatment would be lower for patients with than for those without WMH if the relative risk reduction of a certain treatment would be the same in patients with and without WMHs. However, this is not likely to be the case for all treatments that can be considered for the primary prevention of stroke. Currently, there are no solid data on absolute or relative reductions of stroke risk specifically for patients with WMH.

There are indications from observational studies, however, that active blood pressure–lowering therapy\cite{128} can slow the progression of WMH in patients at increased vascular risk. WMH progression has also been evaluated in MRI substudies of several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of vascular risk reduction. In the PROGRESS MRI substudy of 192 patients with symptomatic stroke, the active treatment (perindopril plus indapamide) resulted in a 11.2–mm Hg reduction in systolic blood pressure compared with placebo, and treated patients were less likely to have new WMHs seen on follow-up MRI at a mean of 3 years.\cite{123} However, the addition of telmisartan to usual blood pressure treatment, which reduced mean systolic blood pressure by 3 mm Hg, did not reduce WMH progression in the PRoFESS trial.\cite{124}

For statin treatment, trials have provided conflicting evidence as to whether statin treatment reduces WMH progression.\cite{125–127} Intensive glucose-lowering therapy in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus did not reduce WMH progression and in fact was associated with higher WMH progression for unclear reasons.\cite{129} Vitamin B and folate therapy did not reduce the progression of WMH in the VITATOPS study (Vitamins to Prevent Stroke), although a significant reduction in WMH progression (0.3 versus 1.7 cm$^2$; P=0.04) was detected in patients with severe WMH at baseline.\cite{129} Finally, a small RCT (65 patients) in patients with Alzheimer disease showed that patients randomized to multimodal vascular care—consisting of algorithms for the management of diet, physical exercise, hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia, as well as aspirin, pyridoxine, and folic acid—had less change in WMH at 2 years.\cite{130}

The clinical relevance of these RCT results on WMH progression remains uncertain, however, because the reduction in WMH needed to produce clinically relevant benefits in cognition or stroke risk reduction is unclear. Furthermore, all of these trials to prevent WMH progression were done in subsets of patients participating in larger RCTs, had a relatively short
follow-up, and probably lacked statistical power to link WMH progression with clinical events.

Another issue to consider is potential harm of treatment in relation to the presence of WMHs. Although no studies on the primary prevention of stroke provide data on potential harm in relation to WMH burden, data from post hoc analyses in secondary prevention studies show that patients with WMHs may be at increased risk of ICH when treated with antithrombotic agents. Severe WMH was an independent predictor of anticoagulation-related hemorrhages in SPIRIT (Stroke Prevention in Reversible Ischemia Trial), which assessed secondary prevention in patients with arterial stroke (HR, 2.7; 95% CI, 1.4–5.3). Other secondary prevention trials with antithrombotic agents have not provided stratified analyses on bleeding risk according to WMH presence. Of note, in patients with early Alzheimer disease, aspirin use may be linked to an increased risk of ICHs. In the EVA study (Evaluation of Vascular Care in Alzheimer’s Disease), patients with Alzheimer disease and ≥1 manifestations of cerebral small vessel disease (WMHs or infarcts) were randomized to multimodal vascular care, including aspirin, or placebo. Among the 65 patients randomized to aspirin, 3 had fatal ICH. A pooled analysis of EVA with the Aspirin in Alzheimer’s Disease trial showed a nonsignificantly elevated risk for ICH in aspirin users with Alzheimer disease (HR, 7.63; 95% CI, 0.7–81.7; P=0.09). These findings, although not providing direct evidence for an unfavorable benefit/risk ratio for the use of antithrombotic agents for the primary prevention of stroke in patients with WMH, suggest that some caution is warranted. Another potential issue is the risk for falls in patients with too rigorous a reduction of blood pressure because WMHs are associated with gait and balance disturbances.

Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice

We suggest that it may be reasonable to follow AHA/ASA guidelines for primary stroke prevention to prevent symptomatic stroke in individuals with WMHs. The clinician should be aware that higher WMH burden predicts an increased risk of subsequent symptomatic stroke in the general population, even after controlling for known vascular risk factors. However, WMHs are not incorporated into existing clinical risk prediction tools such as the AHA/ACC CV Risk Calculator or the CHA₂DS₂-VASC score for predicting ischemic stroke risk in patients with AF. The effectiveness of aspirin or other antithrombotic therapies in preventing symptomatic stroke in patients with WMHs has not been established. Some RCTs suggest higher rates of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage in stroke patients or patients with dementia with high WMHs treated with antithrombotics (see the preceding section for details), and the pathophysiology of WMH remains uncertain and may be mediated by mechanisms other than thrombosis. Therefore, we suggest that WMH alone, in the absence of other vascular risk factors, is probably not a sufficient reason to start antithrombotic therapy to prevent stroke. On the other hand, the presence of WMH should not dissuade the clinician from prescribing antithrombotic therapy when there is a clear guideline-based indication. It is possible that the absence or presence of concomitant CMBs could identify subpopulations among individuals with WMH who are at lower versus higher risk of hemorrhage with antithrombotic therapies; however, this has not been specifically studied. Blood pressure lowering appears to be the most promising therapy for preventing WMH; however, it is not clear whether the presence of WMH should influence the choice of blood pressure targets in the elderly.

Areas for Further Investigation

Patients with WMHs have not been subjected to RCTs of vascular risk reduction except as substudies of larger trials. More data are needed to determine the relationship between the amount of reduced WMH progression and the clinical impact, including on stroke risk and cognitive impairment.

Future studies should address whether WMH confers clinically meaningful added predictive utility compared with commonly used stroke and cardiovascular disease prediction tools such as the AHA/ACC CV Risk Calculator and CHA₂DS₂-VASC scores. More data are needed on the relationship between baseline WMH and incident stroke risk, including whether the risk increases linearly across the entire range of WMHs or whether there are nonlinear effects. Because incident events are less common than prevalent events, large studies or pooling of data from existing large population-based studies will be needed to precisely define risk throughout the typical range of WMHs, including whether there is a minimum threshold below which WMH is no longer relevant to stroke risk and can be considered a benign consequence of aging.

Anticoagulation and Other Medical Therapies in Patients With Silent CMBs

Anticoagulation with the vitamin K antagonist warfarin or non–vitamin K oral anticoagulants (NOACs) such as dabigatran, apixaban, rivaroxaban, and edoxaban is a recommended treatment of nonvalvular AF (NVAF) for primary stroke prevention when stroke risk is sufficiently high and for secondary prevention after TIA or stroke. These recommendations, mostly with Class I treatment effect, are driven by the extraordinary effectiveness of anticoagulants for preventing NVAF-associated thromboembolic stroke. Adjusted-dose warfarin with a target international normalized ratio of 2 to 3 eliminates much of the excess risk of ischemic stroke associated with NVAF, with a risk ratio (RR) reduction of 64% (95% CI, 49–74) for stroke occurrence relative to placebo and 39% (95% CI, 22–52) relative to antiplatelets. Warfarin treatment for NVAF is also associated with reduced all-cause mortality and reduced ischemic stroke severity. Anticoagulation with NOACs appears at least equally effective as anticoagulation with warfarin for ischemic stroke prevention. A meta-analysis of 42,411 NVAF trial subjects assigned to the NOACs dabigatran, apixaban, rivaroxaban, and edoxaban versus 29,272 assigned to warfarin found nonsignificantly fewer ischemic strokes with NOAC treatment (RR versus warfarin, 0.92; 95% CI, 0.83–1.02).

The major risk of anticoagulation is intracranial hemorrhage. Among warfarin-treated patients with NVAF in the
intracranial hemorrhage (71% intracerebral, 21% subdural) occurred at an annualized rate of 0.47% with discharge outcomes of death in 42% and major disability in 34%, accounting for ≈90% of bleeding-related deaths and 95% of major disability in this cohort. In contrast, intracranial hemorrhage is relatively less frequent in patients taking NOACs compared with patients taking warfarin. A meta-analysis of the NOAC trials showed reduced hemorrhagic stroke (RR, 0.49; 95% CI, 0.38–0.64) or intracranial hemorrhage (RR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.39–0.59) relative to warfarin but increased gastrointestinal bleeding (RR, 1.25; 95% CI, 1.01–1.55). Although concerns have been raised because of the absence of established reversal treatment for NOACs, mortality after intracranial hemorrhage was no higher on dabigatran or rivaroxaban than on warfarin in the randomized trials.143,144

The key clinical question is, Do CMBs in patients with NVAF confer sufficient risk for ICH to offset the substantial benefits of anticoagulation? Unfortunately, no studies to date have determined the effect of microbleeds on ICH risk specifically in the setting of anticoagulation. However, some longitudinal studies have investigated the association between baseline microbleeds and subsequent stroke in stroke patients or in the general population, not limited to patients taking anticoagulation. A meta-analysis of 3067 patients with baseline ischemic stroke or TIA from all causes, 29% of whom had microbleeds, found that the patients with microbleeds had a pooled OR for any type of future stroke of 2.25 (95% CI, 1.70–2.98) relative to patients without microbleeds.145 Among studies that distinguished between future stroke types, the OR for ICH was 8.52 (95% CI, 4.23–17.18) and for ischemic stroke was 1.55 (95% CI, 1.12–2.13). Two Japanese studies have been performed in subjects not selected for prior stroke or TIA. A study of 698 subjects scanned in Osaka, 17% with microbleeds, found multivariable-adjusted HRs of 1.48 (95% CI, 0.63–3.45) for future ICH and 11.77 (95% CI, 2.95–46.82) for future ischemic stroke.146 A more recent study of 2102 volunteers scanned in Izumo, 4.4% with microbleeds, reported a multivariable-adjusted HR of 50.2 (95% CI, 16.7–150.9) for future ICH and 4.48 (95% CI, 2.20–12.22) for future ischemic stroke.147 However, even the elevated HR for future ICH in this study represented a relatively low absolute event rate (=2 to 3 incident ICHs per 1000 person-years among CMB-positive subjects).

As suggested by the wide range of values obtained across these analyses, there is likely to be substantial heterogeneity among the various subjects classified as microbleed positive. Factors contributing to this heterogeneity include differences between Asian and Western populations145; different T2*-weighted methods, which can substantially affect CMB detection; and differences in the number of microbleeds per subject, with evidence suggesting higher subsequent ICH risk at higher total microbleed counts.148,149 Other likely sources of heterogeneity are the different types of cerebral small vessel diseases responsible for microbleeds. The age- and hypertension-related process of arteriolosclerosis commonly causes microbleeds in deep hemispheric gray matter and brainstem, whereas CAA is typically associated with microbleeds in a strictly lobar brain distribution5 and higher rates of ICH recurrence.150,151 A recent hospital-based analysis of 60 subjects diagnosed with probable CAA on the basis of multiple (median, 10) strictly lobar microbleeds found an incidence of 5 symptomatic ICHs per 100 person-years (95% CI, 2.6–8.7),152 suggesting that the risk of future ICH in selected subgroups of microbleed-positive individuals can be quite high.

In the absence of controlled studies of anticoagulation in the setting of microbleeds, decision-analysis models provide a framework for understanding the decision “tipping point,” that is, the threshold at which the risks of anticoagulation outweigh its benefits. A Markov state transition analysis based on a subject with NVAF with a typical thromboembolic stroke risk (4.5%/y untreated) found that anticoagulation with warfarin would result in better predicted outcome than aspirin or no antithrombotic treatment unless the individual’s microbleed status carried a >16-fold increased hazard for ICH.153 The tipping point moves to lower threshold values in individuals at particularly low thromboembolic stroke risk153; conversely, a higher threshold would apply if the presence of microbleeds confers increased ischemic stroke risk, as suggested by current data.145,154,155 Anticoagulation also is increasingly preferred when lower intracranial hemorrhage risks156 are assumed, as observed in the NOAC trials.146

Risks for ICH in patients taking antiplatelet drug therapy or statins are likely considerably lower than for anticoagulation. According to data from the Antithrombotic Trialists Collaboration,157 the stratified OR for hemorrhagic stroke in antiplatelet drug users is 1.22 (SE, 0.10). The use of high-dose atorvastatin was associated with increased ICHs in the SPARCL trial (Stroke Prevention by Aggressive Reduction in Cholesterol Levels; HR, 1.68; 95% CI, 1.09–2.59)158 but not in a subsequent meta-analysis of all statin trials (OR, 1.08; 95% CI, 0.88–1.32).159 The degree to which these risks may be increased in the presence of microbleeds has not been defined by clinical trials.

A recent population-based study shows that microbleeds are associated with increased risk for future ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke.160 In that study, there were overall more ischemic strokes than hemorrhagic strokes in the individuals with microbleeds. The increased risks were independent of silent brain infarcts and WMHs. Patients with a pattern of lobar-only microbleeds, potentially indicating underlying CAA, were at risk for ICH but not ischemic stroke, whereas individuals with other microbleed patterns were at risk for both ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. There are currently no published clinical trials for ischemic stroke prevention in patients with microbleeds.

Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice
Current data do not convincingly indicate that the presence of microbleeds (without prior ICH) confers enough risk for future ICH to tip the clinical decision away from anticoagulation in patients with NVAF for whom it is otherwise indicated. The suggestion that CMB-positive patients may be at increased risk for ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke further reinforces this impression. We suggest that it is reasonable
to proceed with oral anticoagulation despite the detection of microbleeds when anticoagulation is otherwise indicated for NVAF according to existing primary or secondary stroke prevention guidelines. It is therefore reasonable not to perform routine MRI screening of patients with NVAF.

The lower risk of intracranial hemorrhage associated with NOAC anticoagulation suggests that these agents may be useful in patients considered at increased ICH risk on the basis of their microbleed status. Therefore, we suggest that, for patients with NVAF in whom anticoagulation is indicated but who are considered at particularly high risk of future ICH on the basis of microbleed number and location, it may be reasonable to administer dabigatran, rivaroxaban, apixaban, or edoxaban in preference to warfarin. Another alternative to warfarin anticoagulation that might be considered is percutaneous closure of the left atrial appendage, as suggested in AHA/ASA guidelines for the management of spontaneous ICH.122

Other guidelines suggested for the prevention of ICH recurrence in patients with spontaneous ICH122 are also reasonable considerations for patients with CMBs. These guidelines are for patients with ICH include blood pressure control and no restriction on the use of statins. It is reasonable to avoid antiplatelet agents when there is no specific cardiovascular or cerebrovascular indication but otherwise to use them according to currently recommended indications.

Finally, one should not overlook the fact that patients with microbleeds are also at increased risk for ischemic stroke. We suggest that it may be reasonable to follow AHA/ASA guidelines for primary stroke prevention to prevent symptomatic stroke in individuals with microbleeds.91 We suggest that the presence of microbleeds alone, in isolation of other findings and patient characteristics, does not warrant the initiation of antiplatelet medications or statin therapy for preventing stroke.

Areas for Further Investigation

Currently, there are no direct measurements of ICH risk among microbleed-positive individuals treated with warfarin or NOACs. Such data could come from registries or cohort studies of anticoagulated patients with baseline MRI information. There are similarly no prospective measurements of ICH risk associated with antiplatelet or statin treatment of microbleed-positive individuals. There are no clinical trials of vascular risk reduction to prevent ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke in individuals with microbleeds. It would be useful to add MRI substudies to current and future trials of oral anticoagulants to investigate whether particular microbleed-positive subgroups such as individuals with many strictly lobar microbleeds are at higher ICH risk and thus may cross the ICH risk threshold for avoiding anticoagulation.

Safety of Intravenous Thrombolysis and Acute Ischemic Stroke Reperfusion Therapy in Patients With Silent CMBs

Intravenous thrombolysis and endovascular therapy for patients with acute ischemic stroke have proven benefits but can cause ICH. Predicting which patients may have an ICH can guide treatment decisions. Microbleeds are identified on T2* or susceptibility-weighted imaging MRI brain scans, are associated with ICH,145 and may act as a predictor of post–tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH). Here, we assess whether CMBs are associated with symptomatic sICH after acute stroke therapy and whether the presence of microbleeds should influence the decision to administer intravenous tPA or endovascular therapy to patients with acute ischemic stroke.

Several observational studies have investigated whether microbleeds predict sICH after acute stroke reperfusion therapy. A recent scientific statement from the AHA/ASA found no evidence that the risk for sICH was increased in patients with microbleeds and recommended that “systemic intravenous rtPA [recombinant tPA] administration in these patients is therefore reasonable.”162 However, subsequent to this recommendation, a more recent updated meta-analysis of observational trials was published,163 analyzing data from 10 eligible studies (2028 patients) that studied the association between baseline microbleeds and postthrombolysis sICH. Eight studies provided data for intravenous tPA,164–171 and 2 other studies included patients with endovascular acute ischemic stroke therapy or a mixture of methods.172,173 The crude prevalence of microbleeds in all 10 studies before thrombolysis was 23%164. The rate of sICH in patients with microbleeds was 8.5% (95% CI, 6.1–11.4) and in patients without microbleeds was 3.9% (95% CI, 3–5). There was no significant heterogeneity between studies. A meta-analysis showed that the presence of CMBs (versus the absence of microbleeds) was associated with an increased risk of postthrombolysis sICH (OR, 2.26; 95% CI, 1.46–3.49; P=0.001).164 Similarly, CMBs were associated with an increased risk of sICH when studies reporting only intravenous thrombolysis were combined (OR, 2.87; 95% CI, 1.76–4.69; P<0.0001).164 The authors could not exclude residual confounding from study design heterogeneity. Most recently, Turc et al174 found that, after adjustment for other predictors, microbleed burden in 717 patients did not predict sICH or poor outcome at 3 months (OR, 1.03; 95% CI, 0.96–1.11 per 1-CMB increase; P=0.37) after intravenous thrombolysis for ischemic stroke.

Endovascular thrombectomy with clot retrieval devices is an alternative acute ischemic stroke treatment approach that does not necessarily require administration of a systemic thrombolytic. However, rates of sICH are similarly high in patients treated with endovascular therapy alone and in patients who receive either intravenous thrombolysis or combination therapy, suggesting that avoiding intravenous thrombolysis does not eliminate the risk of sICH after reperfusion.175 One study found that, in 206 patients treated with thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke, baseline microbleeds did not predict parenchymal hematoma formation (rate with microbleeds, 16%; rate without microbleeds, 19%) or modified Rankin Scale score at discharge.166 Other studies did not report thrombectomy subgroups separately.167 There are insufficient data to assess associations between the presence of baseline CMBs and sICH or outcome in patients treated with intra-arterial thrombolysis.166,173

No randomized trials have been published that address whether CMB identified before intravenous thrombolysis should influence the decision to administer thrombolysis.
In summary, CMBs may modestly increase the risk of postthrombolysis sICH, but this relationship requires clarification, especially with respect to the burden rather than the simple presence or absence of microbleeds. In the absence of RCT data, it is not possible to determine whether this possibly increased risk of sICH in patients with microbleeds outweighs the known therapeutic benefits of thrombolysis.

**Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice**

In contrast to prior evidence summarized in a recent AHA/ASA scientific statement, newer evidence suggests that patients with ≥1 microbleeds are at increased risk for symptomatic ICH after systemic thrombolysis, with an approximate doubling of the risk. However, there are insufficient data to show whether this increased risk for ICH outweighs the known, strong benefit of thrombolysis. Accordingly, we suggest that the prior AHA/ASA recommendation remains appropriate and that it is still reasonable to administer systemic intravenous tPA in patients with ≥1 microbleeds. We suggest that clinicians should not withhold endovascular acute ischemic stroke therapy such as thrombectomy on the basis of the presence of microbleeds in an otherwise eligible patient. Because there are few data on the relationship between microbleeds and complications of endovascular thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke, clinicians should consider a strategy of proceeding directly to thrombectomy without thrombolysis to be an unproven approach in these patients.

**Areas for Further Investigation**

The most important question is whether clinical disability and mortality outcomes are different in patients with and those without microbleeds treated with thrombolysis or endovascular thrombectomy. This information would clarify whether the benefits of reperfusion therapy outweigh the moderately increased risk of ICH. Ideally, these data would come from randomized trials. However, it is unlikely that such trials will be done because of the paucity of acute stroke centers that currently use MRI for acute stroke imaging. Instead, data could come from analysis of observational studies and thrombolysis registries with baseline MRI information and 90-day outcomes, as has been done in other circumstances in which thrombolysis is associated with increased risk. For example, analysis of the Safe Implementation of Treatments in Stroke-Monitoring International Stroke Thrombolysis Registry suggests that thrombolysis is still effective in patients taking antithrombotic drugs at the time of their stroke because there was no increase in disability and mortality despite the observation that prestroke antplatelet drug use was associated with a 1.74-fold increased odds of ICH.

Further stratification of risk associated with the number of microbleeds should also be possible and could lead to the identification of number thresholds at which risk actually outweighs benefits. In addition to obtaining precise data on the relationship between CMB number and ICH risk, it would be useful to assess whether relationships are modified by CMB location (including lobar versus deep and anterior versus posterior). A pattern of lobar-only microbleeds may be indicative of CAA, which is associated with higher ICH recurrence in patients with primary, non–thrombolysis-associated ICH. However, it is not known whether this potential CAA pattern of microbleeds is associated with risk for ICH after thrombolysis. Finally, more research is needed to understand whether microbleeds are associated with different patterns or severity of postthrombolysis ICH. It has been hypothesized that microbleeds may be associated with a higher risk of remote ICH rather than ICH resulting from hemorrhagic transformation within the infarcted tissue because microbleeds reflect a more diffusely distributed hemorrhage-prone small vessel vasculopathy.

**Population Screening for Silent Cerebrovascular Disease**

Although the progression of silent cerebrovascular disease is associated with greater cognitive decline in observational studies, it remains unproven whether preventing its progression also prevents cognitive decline. In this context, it is unclear whether MRI screening in the population or subgroups to identify those at risk is warranted. To date, no study has addressed the utility of screening for silent cerebrovascular disease with regard to reduced adverse health events or cost-effectiveness.

There are several challenges to screening for silent cerebrovascular disease. First, the lack of evidence for an established medical treatment for its progression makes screening difficult to justify. Second, although silent cerebrovascular disease clearly confers an increased risk of stroke and dementia, the absolute risk increase is small and may not justify the high cost of screening in the general population. Even in children with sickle cell anemia, in whom silent brain infarction is highly prevalent and is associated with significant cognitive and academic morbidity and increased risk of future stroke, no evidence-based approach has been developed to systematically identify children with silent cerebral infarcts, despite evidence that transfusion reduces the risk of recurrent silent brain infarction. In light of the limited evidence, recent recommendations did not support neuroimaging screening in asymptomatic children, adolescents, and adults with sickle cell disease.

**Suggestions and Considerations for Clinical Practice**

We suggest that screening for silent brain infarcts or other forms of cerebrovascular disease is not warranted in asymptomatic individuals. Neuroimaging investigation should be reserved for patients with potential manifestations of clinically unrecognized cerebrovascular disease such as focal neurological symptoms or cognitive decline.

**Areas for Further Investigation**

To determine the benefits and costs of screening the asymptomatic population, it will be necessary to have RCT data demonstrating that silent cerebrovascular disease progression can be reduced and that this reduction decreases the incidence of clinically meaningful end points such as symptomatic stroke or cognitive decline. Research to identify people at higher risk
for silent cerebrovascular disease may allow targeted neuro-imaging screening of higher-risk individuals, thereby improving cost-effectiveness by avoiding costly screening scans in individuals unlikely to have lesions.

**Conclusions**

We found consistent evidence that silent cerebrovascular disease is a very common problem of aging and that infarcts and WMHs are strongly associated with future symptomatic stroke risk (2- to 3-fold increase in relative risk) even after controlling for vascular risk factors such as hypertension. In patients with CMBs, there was evidence of a moderately increased risk of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage in patients treated with thrombolysis for acute ischemic stroke but little prospective evidence on the risk of symptomatic hemorrhage in patients on anticoagulation. We found little evidence for how to investigate or manage patients with silent cerebrovascular disease, including that there were no prospective RCTs targeted specifically to this patient population. Therefore, formal recommendations for care cannot be provided; instead, we describe clinical considerations and offer suggestions for future research. In light of the limited evidence for the management of silent cerebrovascular disease, population screening is not justified.

Silent brain infarcts are the most frequently identified incidental finding on brain scans. With >1.5 million brain scans performed each year for headache alone in the United States, many patients will have incidentally detected silent cerebrovascular disease. This unintended screening has potential benefit if it can be used to target health-promoting interventions to patients with silent cerebrovascular disease, but it also has potential risks if it leads to excessive testing or overtreatment, contributing to rising healthcare costs or even causing harm. Additionally, detection of silent cerebrovascular disease may have implications in other clinical settings such as symptomatic stroke. For example, there is clinical concern about the safety of antithrombotic medications in ischemic stroke patients whose brain MRI additionally shows silent CMBs.

To date, there has been little consensus on the clinical relevance of incidentally detected silent cerebrovascular disease in routine practice or how it should be managed. The 2013 AHA/ASA statement on the definition of stroke noted that patients with silent cerebrovascular disease would have been included in primary prevention trials and that there was a paucity of data from clinical trials targeted specifically at patients with silent cerebrovascular disease. Therefore, the statement suggests that vascular risk factors in patients with silent cerebrovascular disease should be managed according to existing primary prevention guidelines; however, these suggestions were not accompanied by systematic literature reviews or formal AHA/ASA recommendations.

Accurate and reliable radiological reporting using consensus terms understood by radiologists and nonradiologists alike will be essential to identify patients with silent cerebrovascular disease for appropriate management. We suggest definitions, terms, and reporting standards for silent cerebrovascular disease that are based on and consistent with past AHA/ASA scientific statements and previously published consensus standards. More research is needed on the accuracy and reliability of reporting in routine clinical practice and on how technical factors such as MR field strength and sequence parameter choices affect sensitivity and specificity.

Patients with silent brain infarcts and extensive WMHs are at increased risk of future symptomatic stroke independently of known vascular risk factors. Limited evidence suggests that silent brain infarcts are associated with increased risk of ischemic stroke in patients with asymptomatic carotid artery disease or AF. The clinician should keep this in mind when determining individual stroke risk reduction strategies. However, the effectiveness of specific risk reduction strategies, including the use of aspirin, has not been established by RCTs. Increasingly, cardiovascular care guidelines incorporate risk-based strategies. Examples include recommendations for anticoagulation based on high CHA2DS2-VASC score or statin therapy for patients at high risk based on the Pooled Cohort Equations. Silent brain infarcts or WMHs might plausibly improve ischemic stroke risk prediction because in epidemiological studies they are associated with increased risk even after controlling for vascular risk factors. However, longitudinal studies are needed to determine the degree to which silent brain infarcts and WMHs improve the discrimination of future stroke when added to these risk scores.

The safety of anticoagulation in patients with silent CMBs has been much debated. There are no large, prospective studies to quantify the risk. Current evidence suggests that the risk for future ICH is not sufficiently high to outweigh the benefits of anticoagulation in patients with NVAF for whom it is otherwise indicated. The AHA/ASA guidelines for ICH provide recommendations for the clinical management of patients with AF and a history of symptomatic ICH.

There is evidence that patients with silent CMBs are probably at increased risk of ICH when given thrombolysis for acute ischemic stroke on the basis of a meta-analysis of 10 studies. However, patient outcome data showing whether this potential increased risk outweighs the known, strong benefits of thrombolysis are lacking. Studies of other risk factors for thrombolysis-associated ICH have shown that the clinical benefits of tPA are maintained across a wide range of predicted or actual risks. Accordingly we suggest that thrombolysis with tPA should not be withheld in patients with CMBs in whom it is otherwise indicated.

Our reviews identified many areas where new knowledge is needed to guide management. No RCTs have specifically targeted patients with silent cerebrovascular disease. However, conducting such RCTs may be challenging. In the general population, absolute risks for incident stroke are relatively low even in participants at higher relative risk, including those with silent brain infarcts; therefore, prevention RCTs will need to be large to capture enough symptomatic stroke events. Screening and recruitment of participants with silent brain infarcts also present challenges. Study-sponsored MRI screening may not be cost-effective because many screened patients will not have silent infarcts and therefore would not be eligible for the trial. On the other hand, identifying participants on the basis of clinical scans may yield a heterogeneous population (because of varying clinical indications for the scans). In routine clinical practice, the sensitivity of clinical radiology reporting and the frequency of disclosure of the incidental findings to the patient...
are not clear. One approach would be to include silent brain infarcts as evidence of elevated cardiovascular and stroke risk in prevention trials, which are often targeted at high-risk populations. We note that recent trials of cardiovascular prevention have sometimes included evidence of subclinical cardiovascular disease as an entry criterion (eg, based on asymptomatic electrocardiographic findings), and neuroimaging evidence of silent brain infarction or WMH would be the closest cerebrovascular analog to that approach.

Comparative-effectiveness research could be used to associate treatment strategies with outcomes in patients with silent cerebrovascular disease diagnosed on clinical neuroimaging. However, adoption of standardized radiological terms (such as those recommended by this statement) will first be needed so that radiological diagnoses can be reliably extracted from clinical reports.

Even in the absence of RCTs targeted specifically at patients with silent cerebrovascular disease, important new clinically relevant information can be generated from other RCTs and cohort studies that include neuroimaging assessment of silent cerebrovascular disease at baseline. Data from larger longitudinal cohort studies with more incident events will be useful to better quantify symptomatic stroke risk in patients with silent cerebrovascular disease, including the relationship between WMH load and risk. More data are needed on risk in specific clinical scenarios, including in patients with AF and asymptomatic carotid disease. Longitudinal cohort studies are needed to prospectively define the rate of future ICH in patients with CMRs treated with anticoagulation or who undergo endovascular thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke. Cohort studies should be used to define stroke risk in individuals with more recently recognized manifestations of cerebral small vessel disease, including the clinical relevance of greater numbers of visible perivascular spaces. Finally, important information may be gained by embedding MRI substudies, with either baseline or baseline and follow-up MRI, in ongoing RCTs for the primary and secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease. Such substudies will be useful for identifying effect modification (ie, whether prevention strategies are more or less effective in participants with silent cerebrovascular disease) and to better define natural history (using data from control arms as appropriate).

Additional useful information could be derived from RCT substudies that include MRI at follow-up in addition to baseline. Such studies could provide valuable information on risk factors for incident silent brain infarcts, microbleeds, and WMH progression, including the effect of treatments. Because silent brain infarct prevalence and incidence are higher than for symptomatic stroke, it is possible that treatment effects on silent brain infarcts could be demonstrated with smaller sample sizes than would be required for symptomatic stroke end points. However, per-subject costs would be higher because of the need for scanning. More research is needed on the clinical benefits of preventing silent brain infarction before it can be considered a fully validated surrogate outcome measure.
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Supplemental Methods

Systematic searches on the Pubmed database, expert knowledge, and hand searching of reference lists were used to identify relevant articles. The Pubmed searches were carried out by a single Writing Committee member (E.E.S.) on February 6, 2015. Searches were limited to English language articles, on humans, published between January 1, 1980 and January 30, 2015. The limit of January 1, 1980, was chosen to represent the approximate beginning of the modern era of neuroimaging with CT and MRI. Keywords for the searches are given in Supplemental Table e-1.

Search results were provided to the chair of each writing section for review. According to AHA/ACC methods for Scientific Statements, evidence tables were not required and therefore were not generated.

Supplemental Table e-1: Search terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section Brief Title</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Radiological diagnosis</td>
<td>Silent brain infarcts (“silent stroke” OR “silent brain infarct” OR “silent brain infarction” OR “silent infarct” OR “silent infarction” OR “covert stroke” OR “covert brain infarct” OR “covert infarct” OR “covert brain infarction” OR “covert infarction” OR “asymptomatic stroke” OR “asymptomatic infarct” OR “asymptomatic infarction” OR “silent strokes” OR “silent brain infarcts” OR “silent brain infarctions” OR “silent infarcts” OR “silent infarctions” OR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3.2 Prevalence | Silent brain infarcts
(“silent stroke” OR “silent brain infarct” OR “silent infarct” OR “silent infarction” OR “covert stroke” OR “covert brain infarct” OR “covert infarct” OR “covert brain infarction” OR “covert infarction” OR “asymptomatic stroke” OR “asymptomatic infarct” OR “asymptomatic infarction” OR “silent strokes” OR “silent infaracts” OR “silent infarctions” OR “silent brain infarcts” OR “silent brain infarctions” OR “silent infarcts” OR “silent infarctions” OR “covert strokes” OR “covert brain infarcts” OR “covert brain infarctions” OR “covert infarcts” OR “covert infarctions” OR “asymptomatic strokes”) | “covert strokes” OR “covert brain infarcts” OR “covert brain infarctions” OR “covert infarcts” OR “covert infarctions” OR “asymptomatic strokes” OR “asymptomatic infarcts” OR “asymptomatic infarctions” OR “silent central nervous system infarct” OR “silent central nervous system infarcts” OR “silent CNS infarct” OR “silent CNS infarcts” AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI OR computed tomography) AND (criteri* OR diagnos*)

WMH
(white matter) AND (hyperintens* OR lesion* OR disease* or change*)) OR (leukoaraiosis) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (leukoaraiosis) OR cerebral small vessel disease) AND (MRI OR computed tomography) NOT (multiple sclerosis) AND (criteri* OR diagnos*)

Microbleeds
(microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (criteri* OR diagnos*)
### Investigating Silent Stroke

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WMH</strong></td>
<td>(((white matter) AND (hyperintens* OR lesion* OR disease* or change*)) OR (leukoaraiosis)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND ((leukoaraiosis) OR cerebral small vessel disease) AND (MRI OR computed tomography) NOT (multiple sclerosis) AND (prevalence OR incidence OR prevalen* or inciden*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microbleeds</strong></td>
<td>(((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (&quot;dot-like&quot;) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*))) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (prevalence OR incidence OR prevalen* or inciden*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.3 Investigations</strong></td>
<td>Silent stroke (“silent stroke” OR “silent brain infarct” OR “silent brain infarction” OR “silent infarct” OR “silent infarction” OR “covert stroke” OR “covert brain infarct” OR “covert infarct” OR “covert brain infarction” OR “covert infarction” OR “asymptomatic stroke” OR “asymptomatic infarct” OR “asymptomatic infarction” OR “silent strokes” OR “silent brain infarcts” OR “silent brain infarctions” OR “silent infarcts” OR “silent infarctions” OR “covert strokes” OR “covert brain infarcts” OR “covert brain infarctions” OR “covert infarcts” OR “covert infarctions” OR “asymptomatic strokes” OR “asymptomatic infarcts” OR “silent central nervous system infarct”) OR “silent central nervous system infarction” OR “silent central nervous system infarcts” OR “silent CNS infarct” OR “silent CNS infarcts”) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI OR computed tomography) AND (prevalence OR incidence OR prevalen* or inciden*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Prevention—Silent Brain Infarcts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Prevention—WMH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Supplemental Online Appendix

**Smith et al Prevention of Stroke in Patients with Silent Cerebrovascular Disease**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.6</th>
<th>Anticoagulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (&quot;dot-like&quot;) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI)) AND (warfarin OR coumadin OR coumarin OR acenocoumarol OR phenprocoumon OR vitamin K OR dabigatran OR rivaroxaban OR apixaban OR edoxaban OR anticoag* OR antiplatelet* OR antithromb* OR aspirin OR acetylsalicylic acid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.7</th>
<th>Thrombolysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (&quot;dot-like&quot;) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI)) AND (stroke) AND (thromboly* OR tissue plasminogen activator OR fibrinolys* OR alteplase OR tpa OR rtpa OR r-tpA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.8</th>
<th>Screening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent brain infarcts (“silent stroke” OR “silent brain infarct” OR “silent brain infarction” OR “silent infarct” OR “silent infarction” OR “covert stroke” OR “covert brain infarct” OR “covert infarct” OR “covert brain infarction” OR “covert infarction” OR “asymptomatic stroke” OR “asymptomatic infarct” OR “asymptomatic infarction” OR “silent strokes” OR “silent brain infarcts” OR “silent brain infarctions” OR “silent infarcts” OR “silent infarctions” OR “covert strokes” OR “covert brain infarcts” OR “covert brain infarctions” OR “covert infarcts” OR “covert infarctions” OR “asymptomatic strokes” OR “asymptomatic infarcts” OR “asymptomatic infarctions” OR “silent central nervous system infarct” OR “silent central nervous system infarctions” OR “silent CNS infarct” OR “silent CNS infarcts”) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI OR computed tomography) NOT (multiple sclerosis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH</td>
<td>white matter hyperintensity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.

| Microbleeds | ((microbleed*) OR (microhemorrhag*) OR (microhaemorrhag*) OR (“dot-like”) AND (suscept* OR hemosid*)) AND (brain OR cerebra* OR cerebro*) AND (MRI) AND (mass screening[MeSH]) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMH</th>
<th>white matter hyperintensity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WMH, white matter hyperintensity.